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Letter 329
Not Until The Rapture
2015-03-23
Dear Dan,
A while ago I was thinking about what has transpired since 9 October 2013, and the Lord’s
answer to my question about how long Satan was to be conFined to the Northern Sahara
desert. Thoughts about the ramiFications of PraiseTree, the restoration of the Lost
Anointing of the 1980’s, the New Day that’s coming, and things I have heard from other
sources led me to an interesting train of thought.
I began wondering just how long it’s going to take for angel Gabriel to separate the Tares
from the Wheat, etc. Then I wondered how long it might be from the time Gabriel is
Finished, since that is when the Lord said He would release Satan from his restriction, until
the Rapture (Letter 216 - Volume 4).
Then the thought occurred to me that, what if Satan could be kept in the desert until the
Rapture occurs? The reason I didn’t go any further than that is on account of I know that
the Scripture must be fulFilled in Satan ruling the World for a short time through the Beast
and the False Prophet as speciFied in the Book of Revelation. So I Figured that letting Satan
go at the time of the Rapture would be as good a segway as any for that to occur.
Plus I also thought it would give as many people as possible a Satan-free world for a time. I
also think the Nations will be the better for this, and will begin to “Flow to it” (see Isaiah
2:2). By being himself restricted, Satan will not be able to personally restrict this Flow of
Nations “to the Mountain of the Lord’s House”.
Yet Satan’s resources will still be active on a local and personal level, providing a continuing
training ground for the Body of Christ to learn how to overcome evil.
So I was sort of mulling all this over with my angel family when the thought occurred to me
that I might pray to ask the Lord if He would keep Satan restricted until the Rapture.
So I prayed and asked the Lord just that. He answered and said; “OK”.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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